
UKSSH HELPS ASHTON SCAFFOLDING 
TO REACH NEW HEIGHTS.

Installing a Haki temporary roof on the top of 
a 12-storey block of flats is one of the more 
dramatic ways to demonstrate the many 
benefits of Haki System Scaffold, but the project 
at Baynton House in Bristol proved to be the 
perfect platform for a collaboration between 
Ashton Scaffolding and UK System Scaffold Hire.

As Paul Farmer, MD of Ashton Scaffolding explains: 
“We knew that on a project like Baynton House 
Haki Universal Scaffolding would provide logistical 
and cost benefits, but the real “clincher” was the 
way that UK System Scaffold responded to our 
enquiry about hiring equipment for the job: From 
day one they were proactive and enthusiastic 
about providing the right solutions. I know it’s a 
cliché, but they became an integral part of the 
team.”

Initially UKSSH invited the Ashton’s team to their 
new Tamworth base where they built trial scaffolds 
to demonstrate corner details and internal ladder 
access methods as well as safe systems of working 
multiple lift scaffolds.

UKSSH also demonstrated the benefits of using 
system cantilevers on the final lift on either side of 
the building to provide a fully guarded platform 
from which to install the roof sheeting.

Once the project was under way, UKSSH provided 
ongoing site support to help ensure that the 
project didn’t experience teething problems and 
they continued to make regular site visits to ensure 
that the supply of materials was meeting the 
client’s expectations.

The result of the collaboration proved to be 
equally pleasing on the eye and the project’s 
finances – Ashton Scaffolding has calculated that, 
compared to using tube and fitting, they achieved 
a 35% labour saving on the project.
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